
Build a Fort! 

 
Shelter yourself from the Coronavirus in your very own COVID Cave! 

 
The goal of this enrichment activity is to build the most elaborate possible fort while being stranded at home. 
You may be thinking “A fort… really?... is Mr. Slagle a six year old?” My response… “Only people who can’t 
build cool forts say that.”  
 
The Rules 

● The fort may not be made out of a pre-existing forms of shelter (tents, EZ-ups, etc.) 
● DO NOT use items that could put you, your house, or your family in danger (fire, candles, sharp 

objects, high voltage electricity, etc.) 
● You must be granted permission from your parent/guardian to use the items you build with. 
● Once you are happy with the results, snap a picture of your fort without you in it. This picture may be 

submitted in the first annual Classroom Fort Design Contest. We will vote upon our return to school and 
the winner will receive accolades on the home page of my website as well as a selection of their choice 
from the classroom snack drawer. I want pictures of the forts to not be tied to your identity so voting is 
less likely to be biased based on who you know. 

● You must clean up after yourself when you’re done. Put the items you used back where you got them. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
What makes a quality fort? 

● Stability: Think about the principles we’ve learned in engineering as well as other classes.  
● Size: The larger the better. 
● Creativity: What will make your fort different from what most people picture in their heads? 
● Aesthetics: Does it look clean and inviting or just like a pile of stuff. 
● Lighting: There are many low-voltage ways to light a fort that are safe and controllable. 
● Function: Is your fort usable. This category is what is going to make or break the quality of a fort. 

 
 
 


